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Drosophila Tau Negatively Regulates Translation and
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Although the involvement of pathological tau in neurodegenerative dementias is indisputable, its physiological roles have remained
elusive in part because its abrogation has been reported without overt phenotypes in mice and Drosophila. This was addressed using the
recently described Drosophila tauKO and Mi{MIC} mutants and focused on molecular and behavioral analyses. Initially, we show that
Drosophila tau (dTau) loss precipitates dynamic cytoskeletal changes in the adult Drosophila CNS and translation upregulation. Significantly, we demonstrate for the first time distinct roles for dTau in adult mushroom body (MB)-dependent neuroplasticity as its downregulation within ␣⬘␤⬘neurons impairs habituation. In accord with its negative regulation of translation, dTau loss specifically enhances
protein synthesis-dependent long-term memory (PSD-LTM), but not anesthesia-resistant memory. In contrast, elevation of the protein
in the MBs yielded premature habituation and depressed PSD-LTM. Therefore, tau loss in Drosophila dynamically alters brain cytoskeletal dynamics and profoundly affects neuronal proteostasis and plasticity.
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Significance Statement
We demonstrate that despite modest sequence divergence, the Drosophila tau (dTau) is a true vertebrate tau ortholog as it
interacts with the neuronal microtubule and actin cytoskeleton. Novel physiological roles for dTau in regulation of translation,
long-term memory, and footshock habituation are also revealed. These emerging insights on tau physiological functions are
invaluable for understanding the molecular pathways and processes perturbed in tauopathies.

Introduction
Tau is a microtubule-associated protein (MAP), a neuronal protein enriched in axons. Through its interaction with tubulin, tau
is involved in the regulation of neuronal polarity, axon outgrowth, and axonal transport mediated by kinesin and dynein
motor proteins. Apart from its axonal function, several studies
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apse and in the nucleus, as well as interactions with the plasma
membrane and the actin cytoskeleton (Sotiropoulos et al., 2017).
Under pathological conditions, tau undergoes post-translational
modifications that trigger its pathogenicity (Wang and Mandelkow, 2016). The prevalence of tauopathies and the current
lack of prevention or treatment mandate elucidation of the physiological functions of tau, which are requisite to understanding
the molecular etiology of its pathogenicity. Transgenic expression of human tau isoforms in Drosophila has contributed to
identification of novel tau phosphorylation sites (Nishimura et
al., 2004; Papanikolopoulou and Skoulakis, 2011, 2015) and molecular pathways contributing to neuronal dysfunction and
toxicity (Shulman and Feany, 2003; Chatterjee et al., 2009). However, the physiological function of the endogenous Drosophila
protein has not been fully elucidated.
Drosophila possesses a single tau gene encoding multiple transcripts and potential protein isoforms ostensibly via alternative
splicing (http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0266579). It contains
the characteristic conserved tubulin binding repeats with 46%
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identity and 66% similarity to the corresponding human tau sequences (Heidary and Fortini, 2001). Despite the similarity, the
presence of unique and divergent sequences outside the repeats,
and the presence of an apparent fifth repeat (Gistelinck et al.,
2012) have led to questions as to whether the fly protein functions
as a physiological tau ortholog (Chen et al., 2007).
Drosophila tau (dTau) is expressed in the developing and adult
CNS, prominently in photoreceptors (Heidary and Fortini,
2001), cell bodies, and neuropils of the visual system and the
central brain (Bolkan and Kretzschmar, 2014). Functional regulation by phosphorylation seems conserved in flies, since dTau
possesses multiple SKXGS motifs and has been shown to be phosphorylated (Doerflinger et al., 2003; Burnouf et al., 2016). Examination of its physiological functions was attempted with the
generation of a knock-out (tauKO) mutant lacking exons 2– 6
including the tubulin-binding repeats (Burnouf et al., 2016).
However, obvious phenotypes were not reported for these
mutants, and apparently this was not a consequence of the
upregulation of other microtubule-associated proteins, as in
mice (Harada et al., 1994), furthering the notion that dTau
may not be an ortholog of the vertebrate protein. This
prompted us to determine whether dTau loss affects the neuronal cytoskeleton, as would be expected if functionally conserved with its vertebrate homolog.
Reduced tau characterizes humans with variants of frontotemporal lobar degeneration with granulin (GRN ) mutations
(Zhukareva et al., 2001, 2003; Mackenzie et al., 2009; Papegaey et
al., 2016). In addition, a deletion encompassing the tau gene is
linked to mental retardation, although it also removes adjacent
genes (Koolen et al., 2006; Shaw-Smith et al., 2006), making assignment of the pathological phenotype to tau loss difficult.
Therefore, we also investigated whether dTau loss also precipitates phenotypes in learning and memory as upon human tau
expression in the fly CNS (Papanikolopoulou et al., 2010; Papanikolopoulou and Skoulakis, 2015; Sealey et al., 2017).

Materials and Methods
Drosophila culture and strains. Flies were cultured on standard wheatflour-sugar food supplemented with soy flour and CaCl2, at 25°C in
50 –70% relative humidity in a 12 h light/dark cycle. tauKO mutant flies
(Burnouf et al., 2016) were a gift from Dr. L. Partridge (Max Planck
Institute for Biology of Aging, Cologne, Germany). The mutant was
backcrossed into the resident Cantonised-w1118control isogenic background for six generations. The transposon insertion mutant Mi{MIC}
tau[MI03440] was obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center (catalog #BL37602), and Mi{PT-GFSTF.0}tau[MI03440-GFSTF.0] (catalog
#BL60199) was a gift from Dr. Carla Sofia Lopes, Universidade do Porto
(Porto, Portugal). The Gal4 driver lines used in this work were as follows:
elav[C155]-Gal4 (Robinow and White, 1988), LeoMB-Gal4 (Messaritou
et al., 2009), dnc-Gal4 (BL48571; Aso et al., 2009), and MB247-Gal4 and
c739-Gal4 (Zars et al., 2000). The Gal4 ␣⬘/␤⬘ c305a driver was a gift of Dr.
S. Waddell (University of Oxford, Oxford, UK). The c739-Gal4;
TubGal80 ts line was from Dr. G. Roman (University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS). The TubGal80 ts transgene (McGuire et al., 2004) was
introduced into all other Gal4 strains through standard genetic crosses.
To generate UAS-Flag-dtau a NotI/XbaI fragment containing the RA
dtau cDNA (Mershin et al., 2004) was subcloned into pUAST-FLAG
vector (Kosmidis et al., 2010). The dtau RNA interference (RNAi) target
region was selected to be a 632 bp BglII-BamHI fragment from the entire
dtau cDNA to target all tau splice forms. UAS-dTauRNAi was designed as
a genomic-cDNA hybrid consisting of the BglII-BamHI fragment cloned
into pUAST vector in forward and reverse orientations. Germline transformants were obtained in the Canton S-w1118 genetic background using
standard methods. A second dtau RNAi line was obtained from the
Bloomington Stock Center (catalog #BDSC-40875).
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Proteomic analysis. Three to four biological and two technical replicas from each genotype (w1118 vs backcrossed tauKO and Elav-Gal4;
TubGal80 ts ⬎⫹ vs Elav-Gal4; TubGal80 ts ⬎dtauRNAi induced for 3 d at
30°C) were used for this experiment. Briefly, 10 fly brains per genotype
were dissected in PBS and, after removal of the optic lobes, were lysed by
boiling for 3 min in 50 l of a solution containing 4% SDS, 100 mM fresh
DTT, and 10 mM Tris, pH 7.6. The lysates were processed according to
the filter-aided sample preparation (FASP) protocol using spin filter devices with 10 kDa cutoff (catalog # VN01H02, Sartorius; Wis̀niewski et
al., 2009). Proteins were subsequently subjected to alkylation and trypsin
digestion (1 g trypsin/ LysC mix mass spectrometry grade; Promega).
Peptide products were analyzed by nano-LC-MS/MS (liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry) using a LTQ Orbitrap XL mass
spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) coupled to a nano-LC highperformance liquid chromatography (RSLCnano, Thermo Fisher Scientific) as described in the study by Terzenidou et al. (2017).
The raw files were analyzed using MaxQuant 1.5.3.30 (Tyanova et al.,
2016a) against the complete Uniprot proteome of Drosophila melanogaster (Downloaded 1 April 2016/42,456 entries) and a common contaminants database by the Andromeda search engine. Protein abundance
was calculated on the basis of the normalized spectral protein intensity as
label-free quantitation (LFQ intensity). The statistical analysis was performed with Perseus (version 1.5.3.2) using a two-sample t test with a
false discovery rate (FDR) value of 0.05 (Tyanova et al., 2016b).
Western blot analyses. Single female fly heads at 1–3 d posteclosion
were homogenized in 1⫻ Laemmli buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 6.8, 100 mM
DTT, 5% 2-mercaptoethanol, 2% SDS, 10% glycerol, and 0,01% bromophenol blue). Proteins were transferred to PVDF membrane and
probed with the following monoclonal antibodies: N2 7A1 Armadillo
[Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB)] at 1:200, E7
␤-tubulin 97EF (DSHB) at 1:250, ADL84.12 Lamin Dm0 (DSHB) at
1:100, acetyl-␣-tubulin (Cell Signaling Technology) at 1:2000, FLAGM2
(Sigma-Aldrich) at 1:1000, and 8C3 syntaxin (DSHB) at 1:3000. Anti␣Tub84B⫹D guinea pig polyclonal antibody (1:300) was a gift from
Stefan Baumgartner (Lund University, Sweden) (Fahmy et al., 2014),
rabbit polyclonal anti-␤Tub56D (1:1000) was from Dr. Detlev Buttgereit
(Philipps Universität Marburg, Germany) (Buttgereit et al., 1991) and
rabbit polyclonal anti-dTau was from Dr. Nick Lowe (Cambridge
University, UK) (1:2000). Appropriate HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies were applied at 1:5000. Proteins were visualized with chemiluminescence (ECL Plus, GE Healthcare), and signals were quantified by
densitometry with the Image Lab 5.2 program (Bio-Rad). Results were
plotted as mean ⫾ SEM values from two or three independent experiments. The data were analyzed by standard parametric statistics (t tests)
as indicated in the text.
Confocal microscopy. The protein-trap Drosophila strain Mi{PTGFSTF.0}tau[MI03440-GFSTF.0] was used to examine the expression
pattern of dTau in the adult brain. Flies were dissected in cold PBS, fixed
in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min, and imaged by laser-scanning confocal microscopy (TCS SP8, Leica). F-actin levels were determined in
adult fly brains from three independent experiments as described previously (Fulga et al., 2007; Kotoula et al., 2017).
F-actin and microtubule precipitation assay. Total F-actin has been isolated as in (Fulga et al., 2007). Briefly four brains from each genotype (1to 3-d-old flies) were dissected in cold PBS and transferred in 25 l of
homogenization buffer (100 mM Na2HPO4–NaH2PO4 at pH 7.2, 2 mM
ATP, 2 mM MgCl2), supplemented with phosphatase (Sigma-Aldrich)
and protease (Thermo Fisher Scientific) inhibitor cocktails. After homogenization, Invitrogen biotinylated phalloidin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added to a final concentration of 0.15 units per brain followed
by precipitation with streptavidin-coupled Invitrogen Dynabeads
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). The precipitated material and supernatant
were probed for dTau (1:2000) and actin (1:1000; Sigma-Aldrich). To
control for nonspecific binding, the same protocol was followed without
the addition of biotinylated phalloidin to the lysate. Microtubulebinding experiments were based on established methods (Feuillette et al.,
2010; Gorsky et al., 2017). Briefly, Taxol-stabilized microtubules have
been isolated from head extracts by ultracentrifugation at 100,000 ⫻
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g for 1 h. Soluble and insoluble fractions were probed with E7 and
acetyl-␣-tubulin.
Puromycin assay. The protocol was adapted from the studies by Belozerov et al. (2014) and Deliu et al. (2017). Briefly, flies were starved for 4 h
and transferred onto 5% sucrose-1% low-melting agarose supplemented
with 600 M puromycin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) for 16 h. Six female
fly heads were homogenized in 20 l of buffer containing 20 mM TrisHCl pH 8.0, 137 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 25% glycerol, 1% NP-40, and a
protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Samples were run
on SDS 10% PAGE gels, proteins were transferred to PVDF membrane
and probed sequentially with anti-puromycin (Millipore) at 1:2000 and
anti-syntaxin (8C3, DSHB) at 1:3000. Anti-mouse HRP-conjugated secondary antibody was applied at 1:5000. Proteins were visualized with
chemiluminescence (ECL Plus, GE Healthcare), and signals corresponding to the molecular weight region 30 –125 kDa were quantified by densitometry with Image Lab 5.2 (Bio-Rad). Results were plotted as mean ⫾
SEM values from two independent experiments. The data were analyzed
by standard parametric statistics (t tests), as indicated in the text.
Behavioral analyses. All experiments were performed in mixed sex
populations. Animals bearing TubG80 ts were raised at 18°C until adulthood, and transgenes were induced maximally by placing 2- to 5-d-old
flies at 30°C for 72 h. Flies were kept at the training temperature (25°C)
for 30 min before the behavioral assays. Other flies or mutants were
raised at 25°C throughout development, adulthood, and behavioral testing. Olfactory memory in the negatively reinforced paradigm coupling
aversive odors as conditioned stimuli (CS) with the electric shock unconditioned stimulus (US; Tully and Quinn, 1985) was performed essentially
as described previously (Pavlopoulos et al., 2008). The aversive odors
used were benzaldehyde and 3-octanol, diluted in isopropylmyristate
(Fluka). Electric foot shock avoidance and habituation to electric shock
experiments were performed under the conditions described in the study
by Acevedo et al. (2007). Each genotype was tested in yoked experiments
whereby estimation of the avoidance was immediately followed by habituation training and testing of the same genotype. Hence, all data consist
of yoked pairs per genotype. The avoidance fraction was calculated by
dividing the number of naive flies preferring shock by the total number of
flies. After exposure of the flies to several 1.2 s electric shocks at 45 V, the
habituation fraction was calculated by dividing the number of flies preferring shock by the total number of flies. Finally, the habituation index
was calculated by subtracting the avoidance fraction from the habituation fraction and multiplying by 100. Cycloheximide treatment has been
performed as in the study by Plaçais et al. (2017). Briefly, flies were
treated with 35 mM CXM (cycloheximide) in 5% sucrose for 16 h before
training at 30°C. After training and until memory test, flies were kept on
regular food.
Learning experiments described in Figure 4 were performed as in the
study by Cervantes-Sandoval et al. (2016). Briefly, training for 3 min
learning experiments consisted of 1 single session of 12 US/CS pairings of
90 V electric shocks (US) with one odor (CS ⫹) over 1 min, followed after
a 30 s purge with air, by the presentation of the second odor (CS ⫺)
without shocks for 1 min. Training for reversal learning consisted of a
standard conditioning protocol (CS ⫹ ⫽ OCT, CS ⫺ ⫽ BNZ; reciprocal,
CS ⫹ ⫽ BNZ, CS ⫺ ⫽ OCT) followed by 1 min of air and then the reverse
odor–shock contingency (CS ⫹ ⫽ BNZ, CS ⫺ ⫽ OCT; reciprocal, CS ⫹ ⫽
OCT, CS ⫺ ⫽ BNZ). Testing was performed immediately after reversal
training.
Experimental design and statistical analysis. For all experiments, controls and experimental genotypes were tested in the same session in balanced design. The order of training and testing these genotypes was
randomized. We required an experimental result to be significantly different from both genetic controls. Data are shown as the mean ⫾ SEM.
Data were analyzed parametrically with the JMP 7.1 statistical software
package (SAS Institute) as described previously (Gouzi et al., 2018). Following initial ANOVA, planned multiple comparisons were performed,
using a p value ⫽ 0.05. The level of significance was adjusted for the
experimentwise error rate. Detailed results of all ANOVA and planned
comparisons using the Least Squares Means (LSM) approach are reported in the text.
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Results
dTau loss alters microtubule polymerization and stability
Because the Drosophila genome contains only one homolog of the
tau/MAP2/MAP4 family (Heidary and Fortini, 2001), and given
the involvement of tau in multiple vital functions (Sotiropoulos
et al., 2017), it was highly surprising that null mutants of the
protein were viable in Drosophila (Burnouf et al., 2016). Potential
explanations for this could be that, unlike its apparent vertebrate
homologs, dTau is not involved in essential cytoskeletal functions, or that, like in mice, its activities are compensated at least in
part by other MAPs (Harada et al., 1994; Bettencourt da Cruz et
al., 2005; Barlan et al., 2013). If dTau acted like its vertebrate
homolog, then its absence should affect the cytoskeleton and/or
the levels of other microtubule-associated proteins, perhaps in
compensation for its absence.
To address this hypothesis, we adopted a comparative proteomic approach using LC-MS/MS and label-free quantitation in
protein extracts from the brains of null tauKO (Fig. 1A; Burnouf et
al., 2016) versus control (WT) flies (Table 1). As expected, dTau
was present in the CNS of WT flies and absent in the mutants. In
agreement with a previous report (Burnouf et al., 2016), dTau
loss did not affect the levels of Futsch and Ensconsin, the known
fly homologs of MAP1 and MAP7, respectively, or those of
Map205 (Table 1). Since Drosophila does not contain a MAP2
homolog, these are the MAPs that could presumably compensate
dTau loss and account for the viability of the mutants as suggested for tau loss in mice (Harada et al., 1994; Bettencourt da
Cruz et al., 2005; Barlan et al., 2013). Furthermore, although the
centrosomal MAP60 was elevated, previous studies suggested
that it cannot functionally replace dTau (Bolkan and Kretzschmar, 2014). The atypical MAP Jupiter (Karpova et al., 2006) was
found significantly reduced in tauKO animals. In addition, the
spectraplakin Short Stop (Shot), a large actin-microtubule linker
molecule, which could in principle functionally overlap tau for
microtubule stabilization (Alves-Silva et al., 2012), remained unaltered upon dTau deletion (Table 1). Only the highly divergent
Mapmodulin (Goldstein and Gunawardena, 2000) was highly
upregulated in the mutant. However, Mapmodulin is leucine
rich, unlike the proline rich-dTau, and this, along with its divergent sequence, strongly suggests that it is rather unlikely to functionally compensate for loss of the latter. Hence, there is no
obvious upregulation of one of the major Drosophila MAPs under chronic dTau loss (Table 1), similar to that reported to account for the viability and lack of gross mutant phenotypes in
tauKO mice (Harada et al., 1994). Therefore, functional compensation of tau loss by MAP upregulation may characterize vertebrates, but divergent molecular mechanisms appear able to
overcome the deficit in Drosophila.
However, dTau depletion resulted in significant reductions in
both ␣- and ␤-tubulin and, interestingly, elevation in the major
microtubule-associated motor proteins (Table 1). We aimed to
validate independently the reduction of tubulins in tauKO and a
second Mi{MIC} transposon insertion mutant (tauMI) by Western blots. Both mutants are null as they lack the 50 and 75 kDa
dTau isoforms (Fig. 1A), and both harbored reduced levels of
both tubulin (Tub) isoforms in head lysates (Fig. 1B; for tauKO
and tauMI, respectively, ␤Tub97EF p ⫽ 0.004, p ⫽ 0.009, n ⫽ 4,
␤Tub56D p ⬍ 0.0001, n ⫽ 6 and n ⫽ 8, ␣Tub84D p ⫽ 0.0003, n ⫽
5 and n ⫽ 7), in agreement with the results in Table 1. Given the
lack of obvious phenotypes despite the significant reduction, we
wondered whether tubulin attenuation affected its partitioning
between monomer and polymer pools.
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Table 1. Differentially regulated cytoskeletal proteins upon dTau deletion
Gene

Identifier

Log 2 fold change

p Value

tau
futsch
Map205
Map60
Jupiter
ens
Mapmodulin
␤Tub56D
␤Tub97EF
␣Tub84D
HDAC6
Dhc64C
Dlic
BicD
Klc
Khc
Klp10A
Mtor
CLIP-190
shot
Actin-5C
Arm
␣-Cat
sqh
sn
cpb
tsr
cpa
zip
vib
flr
Lam

FBgn0266579
FBgn0259108
FBgn0002645
FBgn0010342
FBgn0051363
FBgn0264693
FBgn0034282
FBgn0003887
FBgn0003890
FBgn0003885
FBgn0026428
FBgn0261797
FBgn0030276
FBgn0000183
FBgn0010235
FBgn0001308
FBgn0030268
FBgn0013756
FBgn0020503
FBgn0013733
FBgn0000042
FBgn0000117
FBgn0010215
FBgn0003514
FBgn0003447
FBgn0011570
FBgn0011726
FBgn0034577
FBgn0265434
FBgn0267975
FBgn0260049
FBgn0002525

⫺7.66922013
⫺0.098929167
0.172052622
0.447441737
⫺0.281016827
⫺0.176790555
0.385273457
⫺0.467973868
⫺0,399647633
⫺0.209974686
⫺0.393520594
0.173733711
0.268746932
0.389154911
0.258972645
0.284088135
0.30295078
0.234465
0.197493394
0.026000439
0.101068815
0.287528
0.194383144
0.302096923
0.478138049
0.188986699
0.160349607
0.211062511
0.229537
⫺0.180737
0.207514842
0.170005878

0*
0.23816
0.163753
0.012972*
0.013477*
0.411188
0.00035*
0.000265*
0.004722*
0.01011*
0.014513*
0.00421*
0.001894*
0.013152*
0.008748*
0.000915*
0.000371*
0.000624*
0.001698*
0.729461
0.097274
0.005765*
0.008364*
0.011639*
0.000003*
0.013467*
0.000611*
0.00578*
0.018528*
0.015157*
0.000992*
0.016684*

Selected proteins, p values, and average log2 fold differences from three biological and two technical replicas have
been calculated as described in Materials and Methods. The log2 fold change becomes positive when mutant ⬎
control and negative when control ⬎ mutant. The t test was performed with a permutation-based FDR (0.05)
calculation, and the p value determines the statistical significance (*p ⬍ 0.05). Proteins are functionally grouped
into Drosophila MAP family proteins, tubulin and microtubule-associated proteins, actin, and actin associated
proteins.

Figure 1. dTau loss precipitates changes in microtubule cytoskeleton. A, Western blot analysis of head lysates from WT, tauKO, and tauMI flies probed with anti-dTau. B, D, Representative
blots of head lysates probed with the indicated antibodies. For quantifications, levels of the
indicated protein in the mutants were normalized using the syntaxin (Syx) loading control and
are shown as a ratio of their mean ⫾ SEM values relative to their respective level in WT flies,
which is arbitrarily set to 1. Stars indicate significant differences ( p ⬍ 0.05) from control (open
bars) for tauKO and tauMI. C, Endogenous microtubules were purified from fly head lysates in the
absence or presence of Taxol. p, Pellet fraction; s, supernatant fraction. Fractions were
analyzed by Western blotting using antibodies against total tubulin (Tub) and acetylated
tubulin (AcTub).

Neuronal-specific dTau reduction has been reported to affect
microtubule morphology and density, resulting in fewer, but
larger axonal microtubules (Bolkan and Kretzschmar, 2014). A
hallmark of long-lived, stably polymerized microtubules is tubu-

lin acetylation, which is negatively regulated by the tubulinhistone deacetylase HDAC6 (Hubbert et al., 2002). Importantly,
HDAC6 levels were reduced in tauKO flies (Table 1), suggesting
that tubulin acetylation could be elevated in the mutants. As total
tubulin acetylation did not differ among genotypes (Fig. 1B; for
tauKO and tauMI, respectively, AcTub p ⫽ 0.678, p ⫽ 0.875, n ⫽
4), it raised the possibility that it is the nonacetylated tubulin,
which is lower in the mutants and is reflected in the reduced ␣and ␤-tubulin isoforms (Fig. 1B).
To validate this notion, we extracted intact microtubules from
the same number of Drosophila heads in the presence of the
microtubule-stabilizing paclitaxel (Taxol; Feuillette et al., 2010).
Microtubules were then sedimented by ultracentrifugation, and
the pellet and supernatant fractions were probed for total and
acetylated tubulin. In the absence of the microtubule-stabilizing
Taxol, polymerized acetylated tubulin appeared more abundant
in the mutants. However, the addition of Taxol revealed a significant increase in pelleted tubulin in control, but not the mutant
lysates, while the fraction of acetylated tubulin remained equivalent (Fig. 1C). Together, the data indicate that whereas total polymerized tubulin is reduced in the mutants, its acetylation
appears unaltered. Because acetylation enhances flexibility and
confers resilience against mechanical stresses (Portran et al.,
2017), the data suggest that the microtubule lattice in dTau mutants is likely less rigid. Collectively, the results underscore the
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accord with these results, transgenic tau
elevation by the expression of human tau
in the fly CNS promotes F-actin stabilization leading to disruption of the Lamin
nucleoskeleton and reduction of Lamin
levels in flies (Fulga et al., 2007; Frost et al.,
2016).
Given the broad upregulation of actinbinding proteins (Table 1) and its interaction with tau (Henríquez et al., 1995;
Kempf et al., 1996), we investigated whether
the actin cytoskeleton is altered upon
dTau loss. We capitalized on a proteintrap fly strain expressing a GFP::dTau fusion protein, which recapitulated the
distribution of dTau in the visual system
and central brain, including the mushroom bodies (MBs; Fig. 2A). The MBs are
bilateral clusters of neurons in the dorsal
posterior cortex of the brain, which is essential for olfactory learning and memory
in Drosophila (Davis, 2005). Notably, the
GFP-marked dTau colocalized with rhodamine-phalloidin within these neurons
(Fig. 2B). In accord, total F-actin isolated
from brain lysates with biotinylated phalloidin coprecipitated a significant amount
of dTau (Fig. 2C). Because dTau was absent from the pellet if phalloidin was
omitted, this validates the specificity of
dTau interaction with polymerized filamentous actin.
Furthermore, immunofluorescence
microscopy of tauKO mutant brains revealed a substantial decrease in total
F-actin levels (Fig. 2D; p ⬍ 0.0001, n ⫽
10). This was independently verified in
MI
flies, where pelleted, phalloidinFigure 2. dTau loss affects the actin cytoskeleton. A, Expression pattern of a GFP::dTau protein-trap in the adult brain at the tau
level of the MB lobes (arrowhead) and antennal lobe (arrow; left), MB calyx (arrowhead) and optic lobe (arrow), (middle), and the bound F-actin levels were also significentral brain (right). B, Prominent colocalization of rhodamine-phalloidin-stained F-actin with the GFP::dTau fusion protein in cantly reduced ( p ⫽ 0.01, n ⫽ 3), while
adult MBs. C, Coprecipitation of phalloidin-bound F-actin and dTau from WT fly brains. D, Confocal images in the central fly brain total actin was unaltered (Fig. 2E, Table
following rhodamine-phalloidin staining of whole-mount brains from WT and tauKO flies (arrow, ellipsoid body). The mean relative 1). Collectively therefore, dTau promotes
fluorescence intensities ⫾ SEM are shown as a percentage of control. E, Phalloidin-bound F-actin was isolated from fresh brain extracts
actin polymerization and cytoskeletal dyof WT and tauMI mutants, and its levels were assessed by probing for actin. The ratio of precipitated actin in the pellet (p) to the actin in the
namics in vivo. It follows that the upregusupernatant (s) was used for quantification and was significantly different in the mutant, as indicated by the star.
lation of actin-binding proteins upon
dTau loss (Table 1) is likely a reflection of
homeostatic compensatory responses consequent to decreased
essential role of dTau in microtubule cytoskeleton dynamics,
F-actin levels (Fig. 2 D, E).
supporting its functional role as a true ortholog of its vertebrate
counterpart.
dTau is a negative regulator of translation and protein
synthesis-dependent long-term memory
Loss of dTau destabilizes F-actin
Because cytoskeletal proteins are essential for multiple neuronal
Although significant changes in the ubiquitous actin 5C levels
properties, including plasticity and metabolism (Matamoros and
were not detected, dTau loss resulted in elevation of both
␣-catenin and ␤-catenin (Armadillo-Arm) and a number of
Baas, 2016), in conjunction with its presence within the MBs,
other major actin-binding proteins, as well as the nucleoskeletal
neurons essential for learning and memory in the fly, prompted
protein Lamin (Table 1). These results were selectively verified
us to investigate whether dTau loss affects behavioral plasticity.
for Arm and Lamin due to reagent availability (Fig. 1D; for tauKO
To examine whether dTau is involved in associative learning
and tauMI, respectively: Arm, p ⫽ 0.007, p ⫽ 0.001, n ⫽ 5; Lam,
and memory, we used the olfactory classical conditioning parap ⫽ 0.231, p ⫽ 0.817, n ⫽ 4). Notably, although the full-length 75
digm and examined controls and mutants immediately after
kDa Lamin was present in equal quantities in both mutants and
training to assess 3 min memory/learning and 24 h later to probe
controls, a 45–50 kDa band, representing a cleavage product
consolidated memories (Fig. 3 A, B). Two forms of consolidated
memories can be assayed in Drosophila, the protein synthesis(Martin and Baehrecke, 2004), was detected only in the tauKO and
tauMI flies, which is suggestive of excess Lamin degradation. In
dependent long-term memory (PSD-LTM), induced after multi-
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ple rounds of spaced training and the
protein synthesis-independent anesthesia-resistant memory (ARM), elicited
after repeated massed training cycles
(Tully et al., 1994). Whereas 3 min memory was not affected (tauKO, ANOVA:
F(2,29) ⫽ 0.1721, p ⫽ 0.8428; tauMI,
ANOVA: F(2,31) ⫽ 0.7133, p ⫽ 0.4984),
both mutants surprisingly presented enhanced LTM (tauKO, ANOVA: F(2,31) ⫽
11.2031, p ⫽ 0.0002; subsequent LSM:
p ⫽ 7.4 ⫻ 10 ⫺5 vs WT; tauM, ANOVA:
F(2,31) ⫽ 23.8424, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent
LSM: p ⫽ 9.6 ⫻ 10 ⫺7 vs WT). In contrast,
ARM remained at control levels (tauKO,
ANOVA: F(2,29) ⫽ 1.9692, p ⫽ 0.1591;
tauMI, ANOVA: F(2,31) ⫽ 1.7708, p ⫽
0.1881).
To determine whether the enhanced
24 h performance is indeed PSD-LTM, we
took advantage of its requirement for de
novo protein synthesis (Tully et al., 1994)
and fed control and mutant flies with the
protein synthesis inhibitor CXM. CXMfed mutants did not present elevated 24 h
spaced training-induced memory (ANOVA:
F(3,31) ⫽ 35.9177, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent
LSM: p ⫽ 0.2981, tauMI ⫹ CXM vs WT ⫹
CXM), but their performance was reduced equally with the expected (Krashes
et al., 2009) PSD-LTM reduction of drugfed controls (Fig. 3C). Therefore, the enhanced memory of the mutants (ANOVA:
F(3,31) ⫽ 35.9177, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent
LSM: p ⫽ 1.6 ⫻ 10 ⫺4, tauMI-CXM vs WTCXM) is the PSD-LTM form of consolidated memory.
To confirm these surprising results independently and to determine whether
they are a consequence of altered development upon dTau loss, we used RNAi and
the TARGET system (McGuire et al.,
2004). Adult-specific pan-neuronal RNAimediated abrogation of dTau in the CNS
reduced its level by ⬃65% (Fig. 3D; p ⬍
0.0001, n ⫽ 4). As shown in Figure 3E, this
did not alter learning, but resulted in
strong PSD-LTM enhancement (Fig. 3F;
Elav, ANOVA: F(2,31) ⫽ 23.2665, p ⬍
0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽ 6.4 ⫻ 10 ⫺5
and p ⫽ 2.5 ⫻ 10 ⫺7 vs controls, respectively). Hence, the elevated memory is not
developmental in origin, but reflects an
acute requirement for dTau-engaging
processes to limit negatively reinforced olfactory PSD-LTM.
Given their essential role for LTM (Davis, 2005), we limited dTau abrogation to
adult MBs (Fig. 3F ). The LeoMB and dncGal4 are pan-mushroom body drivers
(Aso et al., 2009; Messaritou et al., 2009),
MB247-Gal4 drives expression mainly in
␣/␤ and ␥ neurons, whereas c305␣ and
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Figure 3. dTau abrogation affects long term memory. A, B, tauKO and tauMI mutants present enhanced LTM (*p ⬍
0.0001), whereas 3 min memory and ARM are not affected ( p ⬎ 0.05). The number of experimental replicates (n) is
indicated within the bars. C, CXM administration eliminated the enhanced LTM of tauMI flies (*p ⬍ 0.0001). D, Representative Western blot of head lysates from flies expressing UAS-dtauRNAi with Elav-Gal4 using an anti-dTau antibody. The
genotype of control animals was Elav-Gal4/⫹. Compared with its levels in control animals, dTau was significantly reduced.
For the quantification, tau levels were normalized using the syntaxin (Syx) loading control and shown as a ratio of their
mean ⫾ SEM values relative to its respective levels in control flies, which was set to 1. The star indicates significant
differences from the control indicative of reduced dTau levels (*p ⬍ 0.0001). E, Three minute memory is not affected after
the downregulation of dTau in the adult MBs using dnc compared with driver and transgene heterozygotes. F, Enhanced
LTM performance upon abrogation of dTau during adulthood using Elav (*p ⬍ 0.0001), LeoMB (*p ⫽ 0.0027), MB247
(*p ⫽ 0.0199), dnc (*p ⫽ 0.0001), c305␣ (*p ⫽ 0.00001), and c739 (*p ⫽ 0.0005).
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Figure 4. dTau is not required for forgetting of olfactory memories, and its abrogation increases protein synthesis levels. A, Flies expressing dTauRNAi within ␣␤ MB neurons under
c739-Gal4;TubGal80ts performed at levels similar to the control group when they were trained
with a reversed contingency. Both groups expressed considerable memory to the more recent
learning event. No significant difference in 3 min memory was observed between the experimental and control groups when using the typical learning protocol. Animals were raised at
18°C and shifted to 30°C for 3 d, while uninduced animals were kept at 18°C for these 3 d and
were used as controls. The number of experimental replicates (n) is indicated within the bars. B,
To measure protein synthesis levels flies were treated with 600 M puromycin for 16 h. Representative blots of head lysates from WT, tauKO, and tauMI flies probed with either antipuromycin or anti-syntaxin (Syx). For quantifications, levels of the signal corresponding to
molecular weight region 30 –125 Da in the mutants were normalized using the Syx loading
control and are shown as a ratio of their mean ⫾ SEM values relative to their respective level in
WT flies, which is arbitrarily set to 1. Stars indicate significant differences ( p ⬍ 0.0001) from
control (open bars) for tauKO and tauMI. C, Representative Western blot of head lysates from flies
expressing UAS-dtauRNAi using Elav-Gal4;TubG80 ts and probed with anti-puromycin antibody. Animals were raised at 18°C and shifted to 30°C for 3 d, while uninduced animals (U) were
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c739 are restricted to ␣⬘/␤⬘ and ␣/␤, respectively (Aso et al.,
2009). To verify that pan-MB dTau attenuation under dnc-Gal4
did not result in enhanced learning, we limited the number of
odor/shock pairings from 6 to 3, conditions conducive to revealing such properties (Pavlopoulos et al., 2008; Gouzi et al., 2011).
However, enhanced learning was not detectable even under such
limited training (Fig. 3E; ANOVA: F(2,30) ⫽ 1.9220, p ⫽ 0.1651),
but, in contrast, PSD-LTM was significantly enhanced (LeoMB,
ANOVA: F(2,31) ⫽ 14.6273, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽
0.0027 and p ⫽ 9.5 ⫻ 10 ⫺6 vs controls, respectively; dnc,
ANOVA: F(2,30) ⫽ 12.8673, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽
0.0001 and p ⫽ 0.0002 vs controls respectively; MB247, ANOVA:
F(2,31) ⫽ 14.8900, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽ 0.0199 and
p ⫽ 7.2 ⫻ 10 ⫺6 vs controls, respectively) under these drivers (Fig.
3F ). These results were confirmed with an independent RNAimediating transgene (dTau levels for control set to 1, panneuronally expressed dtauRNAi40875 ⫽ 0.674 ⫾ 0.0497, p ⬍
0.0001, n ⫽ 6), which also yielded elevated PSD-LTM
(dnc ⬎⫹ ⫽ 23.32 ⫾ 1.51; dtauRNAi40875 ⬎⫹ ⫽ 27.72 ⫾ 1.10;
dnc ⬎dtauRNAi40875 ⫽ 32.36 ⫾ 1.26; n ⫽ 9; ANOVA: F(2,23) ⫽
12.4614, p ⫽ 0.0003; subsequent LSM: p ⫽ 6.2 ⫻ 10 ⫺5 and p ⫽
0.0224 vs controls respectively) under dnc-Gal4;TubG80 ts.
Significantly, the attenuation of dTau within ␣⬘/␤⬘ and ␣/␤
MB neurons (Fig. 3F, c305␣ and c739, respectively), yielded
strong PSD-LTM memory improvement (c305␣, ANOVA:
F(2,23) ⫽ 18.8052, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽ 0.00001 and
p ⫽ 0.00011 vs controls, respectively; c739, ANOVA: F(2,31) ⫽
20.0470, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽ 0.0005 and p ⫽ 8 ⫻
10 ⫺7 vs controls, respectively). Both subtypes of neurons are
known to be essential for 24 h memory with apparently distinct
roles in olfactory memory processing (Isabel et al., 2004; Yu et al.,
2006; Krashes et al., 2007; Gouzi et al., 2018). Output from the
␣⬘/␤⬘ neurons is required for olfactory memory acquisition and
stabilization (Krashes et al., 2007), whereas neurotransmission
from the ␣/␤ neurons is required for its retrieval (Dubnau et al.,
2001; McGuire et al., 2001; Pascual and Préat, 2001; Akalal et al.,
2006). Collectively, the data strongly indicate that dTau acts as a
negative regulator of PSD-LTM within MB neurons in accord
with cumulative evidence on the role of these neurons in the
process (McGuire et al., 2001; Krashes et al., 2007).
The CXM treatment experiment in Figure 3C suggested that
elevated memory upon dTau loss could be due to improved consolidation, whereas the equivalent performance of control and
dTauRNAi flies immediately after training with a limited number
of US/CS pairings (Fig. 3E) indicated that the increased memory
observed at later time points was not due to improved acquisition. However, the enhanced memory observed upon the attenuation of dTau could also arise from decreased forgetting
(Cervantes-Sandoval et al., 2016). To test whether forgetting is
4
kept at 18°C for these 3 d. The genotype of control animals was Elav-Gal4;TubG80 ts/⫹. For the
quantification, levels of the signal corresponding to molecular weight region 30 –125 kDa were
normalized using the Syx loading control and are shown as a ratio of their mean ⫾ SEM values
relative to their respective level in control flies, which is arbitrarily set to 1. The star indicates
significant differences (p ⫽ 0.0044) from control (open bar), indicative of increased protein
synthesis upon dTau loss. D, Representative Western blot of head lysates from flies expressing
UAS-dtauRNAi with Elav-Gal4;TubG80 ts using an anti-dTau antibody. The genotype of control
animals was Elav-Gal4;TubG80 ts/⫹ shifted to 30°C for 3 d. Compared with its levels in control
animals, dTau was significantly reduced. For the quantification, tau levels were normalized
using the Syx loading control and are shown as a ratio of their mean ⫾ SEM values relative to
respective levels in control flies, which was set to 1. The star indicates significant differences
from the control indicative of reduced dTau levels (*p ⬍ 0.0001).
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defective upon dTau attenuation, we performed reversal learning
in which we trained flies to associate an aversive odor to footschock and 1 min later to the opposite contingency. Control flies
typically avoid the odor most recently associated with shock,
whereas flies with decreased forgetting keep the memory of the
initial contingency (Cervantes-Sandoval et al., 2016). As shown
in Figure 4A, dTau attenuation within ␣␤ MB neurons yielded
equal learning as the in-genotype controls both in the typical
learning paradigm (learning, ANOVA: F(1,17) ⫽ 0.7532, p ⫽
0.3983) and upon reverse training (reversal, ANOVA: F(1,17) ⫽
0.0067, p ⫽ 0.9356). The reversal Performance Indexes are negative because the performance was scored as if the initial contingency was the correct choice. This would be expected to be
positive if dTau loss impaired forgetting, in essence eliminating
the effect of the second contingency in favor of the initial odor
shock pairing. Therefore, the increased memory upon dTau loss
is unlikely to be due to impaired forgetting.
The proteomic results suggested an elevation of proteins essential for translation in the mutant (Table 2), and this included
a number of proteins involved in memory formation or recall
(Table 3), in accord with the PSD-LTM dependence on translation. To independently confirm that protein synthesis is in fact
elevated upon dTau loss, we used a functional assay, that of puromycin incorporation. Puromycin acts as an aminoacyl-tRNA
analog becoming incorporated into nascent peptides causing
termination (Nathans, 1964), but also labeling newly synthesized proteins, whose levels are readily measured with an antipuromycin antibody.
In agreement with the proteomic results, protein synthesis
levels were significantly elevated in both mutants relative to control (WT) flies (Fig. 4B; for tauKO and tauMI, respectively, p ⫽
0.00004, p ⫽ 0.00002; n ⫽ 4). Moreover, qualitatively similar
elevation of puromycin incorporation was obtained upon adultspecific pan-neuronal dTau abrogation (Fig. 4C; p ⫽ 0.0044, n ⫽
4), suggesting rather acute effects on translation. It is also worth
noting that protein synthesis increases in response to temperature elevation as expected [Fig. 4C, uninduced control (lane 1) vs
control induced flies (lane 3)]. Given the dependence of PSDLTM on translation, this protein synthesis upregulation could
account, at least in part, for the enhanced memory in the mutants. The collective results in Tables 2 and 3, and Figure 4 support a role for dTau as an acute negative regulator of protein
synthesis in the CNS.
Interestingly, acute abrogation of dTau yielded a memory enhancement similar to that in the null mutants. Therefore, we
wondered whether the proteomic profiles would be similar or
diverge, an indication of compensatory mechanisms dynamics in
these situations of acute or chronic dTau attenuation. Therefore,
proteomic profiling was performed after acute pan-neuronal
dTau attenuation, which, as shown in Figure 4D, leads to 30%
reduction of dTau expression levels ( p ⬍ 0.0001, n ⫽ 6).
In accord with the results from chronic dTau reduction in the
mutants, proteomic changes were also uncovered upon acute
dTau attenuation. Although they represented the three main protein groups, cytoskeletal (Table 1), translation linked (Table 2),
and neuronal function linked (Table 3), which were also altered
in the mutants, few were in common (Tables 4, 5). For example,
although tubulin levels and HDAC6 appeared unaltered upon
acute attenuation, nevertheless proteins critical for the dynamics
and function of the microtubule cytoskeleton were altered. These
include the microtubule tip-localizing protein Eb1, which is critical for accelerating their dynamics (Li et al., 2012); the synaptic
microtubule stabilization protein Ank2 (Pielage et al., 2008),

Table 2. Upregulation of proteins that function in translation upon dTau loss
Gene

Identifier

Log 2 fold change

p Value

RpL3
RpL4
RpL10
RpL10Ab
RpL11
RpL12
RpL13
RpL18A
RpL23
RpL26
RpL30
RpLP2
RpS2
RpS3
RpS3A
RpS4
RpS6
RpS7
RpS8
RpS10b
RpS11
RpS12
RpS13
RpS14b
RpS15Aa
RpS16
RpS17
RpS18
RpS23
RpS27
Rbp2
sta
Ef1beta
Elf
eEF1delta
eIF2gamma
eIF-3p66
eIF3-S5–1
eIF3-S8
eIF3-S9
eIF3-S10
eIF4G
eRF1
bel
bol
glo
Trip1
Tango7
AGO1
U2af50
Dp1
Fmr1
Hrb27C
Hrb98DE
kra
Not1
Not3
pAbp
tyf

FBgn0020910
FBgn0003279
FBgn0024733
FBgn0036213
FBgn0013325
FBgn0034968
FBgn0011272
FBgn0010409
FBgn0010078
FBgn0036825
FBgn0086710
FBgn0003274
FBgn0004867
FBgn0002622
FBgn0017545
FBgn0011284
FBgn0261592
FBgn0039757
FBgn0039713
FBgn0261593
FBgn0033699
FBgn0260441
FBgn0010265
FBgn0004404
FBgn0010198
FBgn0034743
FBgn0005533
FBgn0010411
FBgn0033912
FBgn0039300
FBgn0262734
FBgn0003517
FBgn0028737
FBgn0020443
FBgn0032198
FBgn0263740
FBgn0040227
FBgn0037270
FBgn0034258
FBgn0034237
FBgn0037249
FBgn0023213
FBgn0036974
FBgn0263231
FBgn0011206
FBgn0259139
FBgn0015834
FBgn0033902
FBgn0262739
FBgn0005411
FBgn0027835
FBgn0028734
FBgn0004838
FBgn0001215
FBgn0250753
FBgn0085436
FBgn0033029
FBgn0265297
FBgn0026083

0.29769754
0.28274552
0.38811628
0.41334375
0.47628427
0.22205798
0.42983913
0.46355637
0.44537226
0.33991647
0.33723116
0.38862832
0.32947826
0.33969498
0.29286544
0.44215218
0.35850573
0.34377821
0.28432178
0.30869754
0.47895050
0.45860616
0.35336463
0.37592173
0.3678902
0.36565614
0.34326967
0.34453487
0.30110852
0.3223815
0.26778308
0.32786949
0.23767066
0.31957237
0.20101547
0.33932988
0.36954904
0.43084621
0.38344447
0.25910266
0.37967841
0.31082757
0.34124954
0.37415822
0.36492339
0.31756496
0.41510550
0.37924329
0.20476087
0.25440500
0.27406081
0.32938814
0.29338336
0.18872627
0.36629526
0.27462665
0.33431784
0.32483967
1.42353360

0.015227*
0.017456*
0.019366*
0.010486*
0.008492*
0.008651*
0.005514*
0.000564*
0.022022*
0.020167*
0.011247*
0.005669*
0.000604*
0.002684*
0.014919*
0.000334*
0.013199*
0.008244*
0.007677*
0.020561*
0.001293*
0.005995*
0.012484*
0.000738*
0.00019*
0.00736*
0.011799*
0.003018*
0.005235*
0.010737*
0.002853*
0.005807*
0.015910*
0.002937*
0.007045*
0.009390*
0.005558*
0.005214*
0.000346*
0.005049*
0.001322*
0.011195*
0.002162*
0.000987*
0.000232*
0.002210*
0.000583*
0.003916*
0.011386*
0.017200*
0.009374*
0.000069*
0.000018*
0.002404*
0.005815*
0.002692*
0.011705*
0.000818*
0.000399*

Average log2 fold differences and p values for the indicated proteins calculated from three biological and two
technical replicas. As the log2 fold changes denote, all listed proteins were upregulated in the tauKO mutant. The t
tests were performed with a permutation-based FDR (0.05) calculation, and the p value determines the statistical
significance of the difference (*significant p value ⬍0.05).
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Table 3. Differentially regulated proteins upon dTau deletion that affect memory
formation
Gene

Identifier

Log2 fold change

p Value

References

A2bp1
arm
cer
emb
Fmr1
Hop
lig
Pdk
Pkc53E
CG4612
Ugt
Ugt35b

FBgn0052062
FBgn0000117
FBgn0034443
FBgn0020497
FBgn0028734
FBgn0024352
FBgn0020279
FBgn0017558
FBgn0003091
FBgn0035016
FBgn0014075
FBgn0026314

0.242381
0.287528
0.352768
0.187307
0.329388
0.358213
0.360493
0.392657
0.207134
0.332883
0.248749
4.02456

0.01749*
0.00576*
0.0016*
0.005865*
0.00007*
0.0002*
0.0066*
0000001*
0.0022*
0.00988*
0.0097*
0*

1
2
3
4
5
6
4
4
7
8
4
4

Selected proteins, p values, and average log2 fold differencess (four biological and three technical replicas) have
been calculated as described in Materials and Methods. As the log2 fold change denotes all proteins are upregulated
in the tauKO mutant. The t test was performed with a permutation-based FDR (0.05) calculation, and the p value
determines the statistical significance (*p value ⬍0.05). References: 1, Guven-Ozkan et al. (2016); 2, Tan et al.
(2013); 3, Comas et al. (2004); 4, Walkinshaw et al. (2015); 5, Kanellopoulos et al. (2012); 6, Copf et al. (2011); 7,
Colomb and Brembs (2016); and 8, Khan et al. (2015). The two proteins highlighted in gray are family members of a
protein identified in 4.

which is downregulated upon acute dTau loss; and Arp2, an
actin-related protein within the Arp2/3 complex, which is the
basic actin nucleator in eukaryotes (Hudson and Cooley, 2002).
In support of these results, Ank2 was recently suggested to interact with human tau expressed in Drosophila (Higham et al.,
2019).
Similarly, few of the proteins involved in translation and
memory formation such as Fmr1, lig, and CG4612 (Table 5), are
shared between chronic and acute dTau attenuation. These similarities, but also the intriguing differences, suggest dynamic
proteostatic adjustments of cytoskeletal and translation-linked
proteins upon acute dTau loss, which evolve into steady-state
long-term compensatory changes to support neuronal structure
and function in the mutant. It is interesting that proteins such as
14-3-3 and the catalytic and regulatory subunits of protein kinase A, known to be involved in Drosophila learning and memory
(Skoulakis and Grammenoudi, 2006), are significantly changed
upon acute but not chronic dTau attenuation (Tables 3, 5;
Walkinshaw et al., 2015). 14-3-3 has recently been reported to
interact with human tau expressed pan-neuronally in Drosophila
in support of this (Papanikolopoulou et al., 2018). This suggests
that the molecular mechanisms underlying PSD-LTM enhancement upon acute and chronic dTau loss are also dynamically
proteostatically adjusted, although the net effect may be similar.
This is in accord with the notion that PSD-LTM formation or
attenuation may result from the engagement of distinct, possibly
parallel molecular pathways.
dTau is required for footshock habituation
Apart from their established roles in olfactory learning and memory (Heisenberg, 2003), MBs are also involved in habituation to
repeated footshocks (Acevedo et al., 2007). Habituation is a form
of nonassociative plasticity manifested as a response attenuation
to repetitive inconsequential stimuli. To investigate whether
dTau is involved in mechanisms underlying habituation, both
tauKO and tauMI mutants and their genetic background controls
(w1118 and y1w1, respectively) were subjected to the established
footshock habituation protocol (Acevedo et al., 2007) of repeated
45 V electric shocks (Fig. 5 A, B).
All genotypes avoided electric shock normally when naive
(tauKO, ANOVA: F(2,34) ⫽ 5.5093, p ⫽ 0.0088; tauMI, ANOVA:
F(2,40) ⫽ 1.8286, p ⬍ 0.1745), and the controls presented habitu-

Table 4. Differentially regulated proteins involved in cytoskeleton organization
and translation upon acute pan-neuronal dTau downregulation
14-3-3
Ank2
Eb1
dgt3
Klp35D
Mtor
mud
Pka-C1
Pka-R1
Rab11
Rbp
Strip
Arp2
bt
btsz
didum
mtm
SelR
vib
WASp
zip
RpLP2
RpL9
Ef1␤
eIF-4B
Elf
EF2
eIF-2␣
LeuRs
Fmr1
Dp1
U2af50
qkr54B
nito
La
CG4612

Identifier

Log 2 fold change

p Value

FBgn0004907
FBgn0261788
FBgn0027066
FBgn0034569
FBgn0267002
FBgn0013756
FBgn0002873
FBgn0000273
FBgn0259243
FBgn0015790
FBgn0262483
FBgn0035437
FBgn0011742
FBgn0005666
FBgn0266756
FBgn0261397
FBgn0025742
FBgn0267376
FBgn0267975
FBgn0024273
FBgn0265434
FBgn0003274
FBgn0015756
FBgn0028737
FBgn0020660
FBgn0020443
FBgn0000559
FBgn0261609
FBgn0053123
FBgn0028734
FBgn0027835
FBgn0005411
FBgn0022987
FBgn0027548
FBgn0011638
FBgn0035016

⫺0.250421
⫺0.16070
⫺0.269836
1.62118
⫺0.490059
⫺0.376771
2.61944
⫺0.229651
⫺0.217834
⫺0.172639
⫺0.173228
⫺0.457799
⫺0.410359
0.361831
⫺1.04969
1.17976
⫺1.24456
⫺0.198595
2.51317
⫺0.415598
⫺0.16072
⫺0.22082
0.363787
⫺0.18861
1.22347
0.783829
⫺0.36835
⫺0.16968
⫺1.95364
⫺0.8741
⫺0.19861
0.37609
0.619797
⫺0.99659
0.505715
⫺0.32493

0.023824*
0.040059*
0.038913*
0.031084*
0.016159*
0.040521*
0.010824*
0.009899*
0.006967*
0.018478*
0.012758*
0.016759*
0.009826*
0.034574*
0.049232*
0.001963*
0.034627*
0.039084*
0.001071*
0.003013*
0.019419*
0.016296*
0.014304*
0.025385*
0.017551*
0.029138*
0.001801*
0.027685*
0.016296*
0.028043*
0.03618*
0.024622*
0.049061*
0.045671*
0.028674*
0.011309*

Selected proteins, p values, and average log2 fold differences from four biological and two technical replicas have
been calculated as described in Materials and Methods. Control animals are Elav-Gal4;TubG80 ts ⬎⫹ vs Elav-Gal4;
TubG80 ts ⬎ dtauRNAi induced for 3 d at 30°C. The log2 fold change becomes positive when RNAi ⬎ control and
negative when control ⬎ RNAi. The t test was performed with a permutation-based FDR (0.05) calculation, and the
p value determines the statistical significance (*p ⬍ 0.05). In bold are proteins whose levels were also found to be
changed in the mutant (Tables 1, 2).

ated responses after exposure to 15 such stimuli (Fig. 5 A, B), as
expected (Acevedo et al., 2007). In contrast, both dTau mutants
failed to habituate to 15, 45 V shocks (tauKO, ANOVA: F(2,34) ⫽
58.5474, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽ 3 ⫻ 10 ⫺10 vs WT,
tauMI, ANOVA: F(2,40) ⫽ 11.0184, p ⫽ 0.0002; subsequent LSM:
p ⫽ 7.9 ⫻ 10 ⫺5 vs WT), indicating an inability to devalue inconsequential stimuli. The habituation deficit was not sensitive to
CXM in the mutants (Fig. 5C; ANOVA: F(3,68) ⫽ 30.4059, p ⬍
0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽ 5 ⫻ 10 ⫺7, tauMI-CXM vs WTCXM and ANOVA: F(3,68) ⫽ 30.4059, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent
LSM: p ⫽ 8 ⫻ 10 ⫺11, tauMI ⫹ CXM vs WT ⫹ CXM), indicating
that failure to habituate is not the result of elevated protein synthesis. Hence, dTau appears to physiologically engage neuronal
mechanisms necessary to devalue the repeated footshock stimulation and to facilitate habituation.
To confirm that the habituation defect maps to the adult MBs,
we used the same Gal4 drivers as described above to conditionally
attenuate dTau via RNAi (Fig. 5D). Habituation deficits were
uncovered upon pan-neuronal (Elav, ANOVA: F(2,39) ⫽ 18.8294,
p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽ 1.3 ⫻ 10 ⫺5 and p ⫽ 2.2 ⫻ 10 ⫺6
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Table 5. Differentially regulated proteins upon acute dTau loss that affect memory
formation
Gene

Identifier

Log 2 fold change

p Value

References

Fmr1
lig
14-3-3zeta
Ank2
CG4612
SLC22A
Fdh
Pka-C1
Pka-R1
Sap47
Syn

FBgn0028734
FBgn0020279
FBgn0004907
FBgn0261788
FBgn0035016
FBgn0037140
FBgn0011768
FBgn0000273
FBgn0259243
FBgn0013334
FBgn0004575

⫺0.874096
⫺1.006
⫺0.250421
⫺0.1607
⫺0.324925
⫺0.850807
0.29288
⫺0.229651
⫺0.217834
⫺0.802852
⫺0.150291

0.028043*
0.032011*
0.023824*
0.040059*
0.011309*
0.006731*
0.007593*
0.009899*
0.006967*
0.003545*
0.005463*

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Selected proteins, p value, and average log2 fold differences (four biological and three technical replicas) have been
calculated as described in Materials and Methods. Control animals are Elav-Gal4;TubGal80ts ⬎⫹ vs Elav-Gal4;
TubGal80ts ⬎dtauRNAi induced for 3 d at 30°C. The log2 fold change becomes positive when RNAi ⬎ control and
negative when control ⬎ RNAi. The t test was performed with a permutation-based FDR (0.05) calculation, and the
p value determines the statistical significance (*p ⬍ 0.05). In bold are proteins whose levels were also found to be
changed in the mutant (Table 3). References: 1, Kanellopoulos et al. (2012); 2, Walkinshaw et al. (2015); 3, Philip et
al. (2001); 4, Iqbal et al. (2013); 5, Khan et al. (2015); 6, Gai et al. (2016); 7, Hou et al. (2011); 8, Horiuchi et al. (2008);
9, Goodwin et al. (1997); 10, Saumweber et al. (2011); and 11, Godenschwege et al. (2004).

vs controls, respectively) and adult MB limited attenuation
(LeoMB, ANOVA: F(2,39) ⫽ 8.0835, p ⫽ 0.0012; subsequent LSM:
p ⫽ 0.0004 and p ⫽ 0.0058 vs controls, respectively; dnc,
ANOVA: F(2,29) ⫽ 16.7159, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽
2.2 ⫻ 10 ⫺5 and p ⫽ 4.3 ⫻ 10 ⫺5 vs controls respectively; MB247,
ANOVA: F(2,30) ⫽ 11.5623, p ⫽ 0.0002; subsequent LSM: p ⫽
0.0004 and p ⫽ 0.0002 vs controls, respectively). These results
were recapitulated with an independent RNAi-mediating transgene driven pan-MB under dncGal4 ( dnc-Gal4;TubG80 ts ⬎⫹ ⫽
12.23 ⫾ 1.34; dtauRNAi40875 ⬎⫹ ⫽ 8.71 ⫾ 1.88; dnc-Gal4;
TubG80 ts ⬎dtauRNAi40875 ⫽ 1.99 ⫾ 1.65; n ⫽ 14, ANOVA: F(2,42)
⫽ 9.8512, p ⫽ 0.0003; subsequent LSM: p ⫽ 0.0001 and p ⫽ 0.0056
vs controls, respectively).
Interestingly, dTau attenuation restricted to ␣⬘␤⬘ neurons
precipitated pronounced habituation defects (c305␣, ANOVA:
F(2,28) ⫽ 72.8606, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽ 1.16 ⫻ 10 ⫺10
and p ⫽ 2.63 ⫻ 10 ⫺11 vs controls, respectively), in agreement
with an accompanying report (Roussou et al., 2019). In contrast,
habituation was normal if abrogation was limited to c739-Gal4marked neurons (c739, ANOVA: F(2,43) ⫽ 0.5378, p ⫽ 0.5881).
Collectively, the results indicate a distinct role for dTau specifically within the ␣⬘/␤⬘ neurons in molecular mechanisms that
facilitate footshock habituation, in addition to its role in limiting
PSD-LTM within these and their ␣/␤ counterparts.
dTau elevation in adult MBs suppresses memory and results
in premature habituation
Because LTM and footshock habituation appear sensitive to
dTau levels within the MBs, we hypothesized that their elevation
within these neurons may lead to the opposite phenotypes, akin
to those observed upon overexpression of human tau (Sealey et
al., 2017). In humans, duplication of the tau gene and, hence,
presumably elevation of the protein levels, causes prominent
neurofibrillary tangle pathology leading to early-onset dementia
with an Alzheimer’s disease (AD) clinical phenotype (Le Guennec et al., 2016).
To elevate dTau, a UAS-Flag-dTau transgene was expressed
specifically throughout the adult MBs under the pan-mushroom
body driver dnc-Gal4;TubG80 ts (Fig. 6E). The increase in dTau
within the MBs did not affect learning (Fig. 6A; ANOVA: F(2,33) ⫽
0.9706, p ⫽ 0.3901) or the protein synthesis-independent ARM
(Fig. 6B; massed, ANOVA: F(2,23) ⫽ 1.9193, p ⫽ 0.1716), but

PSD-LTM (Fig. 6B spaced) was deficient (ANOVA: F(2,28) ⫽
13.7758, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽ 4.1 ⫻ 10 ⫺5 and p ⫽
0.0003 vs controls, respectively). In accord with the hypothesis
that elevated translation is, at least in part, responsible for the
increased PSD-LTM, adult-specific pan-neuronal accumulation
of dTau resulted in an acute translation decrease (Fig. 6I; p ⫽
0.0026, n ⫽ 4). Therefore, processes required for PSD-LTM are
sensitive to dTau levels in a manner akin to that recently described for dAlk (Gouzi et al., 2018) and in accord with the interpretation that dTau participates in processes that limit LTM
formation, storage, or recall.
Interestingly, dTau elevation did not affect habituation (Fig.
6C) to 15 footshocks (ANOVA: F(2,27) ⫽ 0.7958, p ⫽ 0.4623), but
onset of the habituated response was premature (Fig. 6D) as it
occurred after only two stimuli (ANOVA: F(2,39) ⫽ 33.1018, p ⬍
0.0001; subsequent LSM: p ⫽ 3.2 ⫻ 10 ⫺6 and p ⫽ 1.9 ⫻ 10 ⫺9 vs
controls, respectively). Because silencing neurotransmission from
␣/␤ ⌴〉 neurons results in premature habituation (Acevedo et al.,
2007), we overexpressed dTau specifically in these neurons under
c739-Gal4. Although this resulted in deficient (Fig. 6F ) PSDLTM (ANOVA: F(2,31) ⫽ 18.0720, p ⬍ 0.0001; subsequent LSM:
p ⫽ 8.9 ⫻ 10 ⫺6 and p ⫽ 4 ⫻ 10 ⫺5 vs controls, respectively), it
yielded normal habituation to 15 footshocks (ANOVA: F(2,43) ⫽
0.5105, p ⫽ 0.6040) and did not result in premature habituation
after two footshocks (ANOVA: F(2,43) ⫽ 0.9059, p ⫽ 0.4121; Fig.
6G,H ). This suggests that its overaccumulation does not inhibit
neurotransmission and that dTau is strongly implicated in a
dosage-dependent manner in processes mediating footshock habituation within the MBs.

Discussion
Although our phenotypic search was not exhaustive, our results
demonstrate, to our knowledge for the first time, robust mutant
phenotypes upon dTau loss. In agreement with prior reports, we
also find that both tauKO and tauMI mutants are viable and fertile
(data not shown).
Proteostatic changes upon chronic and acute dTau loss
Significant changes in the adult CNS cytoskeletal proteome were
uncovered by comparative proteomics and appear to underlie a
global proteostatic adjustment to dTau abrogation. We have
modeled two scenarios of dTau abrogation, chronic dTau loss as
seen in the mutants, and a milder acute attenuation in the adult
CNS. Although both situations elicited broad changes with certain proteins altered in common, they yielded differential proteomic signatures (Tables 1-5). Chronic changes appear to have
resolved into a proteostatic steady state, presumably to minimize
the effects of dTau loss. This is reflected, for example, by compensatory changes in HDAC levels, which stabilize the microtubule cytoskeleton, despite the ostensibly chronic reduction in
tubulin (Fig. 1B, Table 1). On the other hand, acute dTau attenuation revealed the initial response of the CNS proteome to the
insult, which included the downregulation of many tau interacting proteins (Table 4). We suggest that, with time, this acute
proteostatic flux resolves to a steady state reflective of the level of
dTau attenuation, and ongoing experiments are addressing this
hypothesis.
Interestingly, the steady-state levels of all three tubulins were
significantly reduced (Table 1), in accord with the notion that tau
is essential for the maintenance of long labile domains of microtubules (Qiang et al., 2018) and may also be reflected in the acute
downregulation of proteins such as labile end-organizing protein
Eb1 (Li et al., 2012). dTau loss-dependent reduction of labile
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dTau translation regulation
and neuroplasticity
Chronic, but surprisingly also acute, dTau
abrogation resulted in the upregulation of
translation-linked proteins (Tables 2, 4),
strongly indicating that dTau is a negative
regulator of translation (Fig. 4B). Congruently, vertebrate tau is a negative regulator of translation (Apicco et al., 2018)
and was also recently reported to act as a
negative regulator of ribosomal protein
levels in mouse brains (Koren et al., 2019).
Importantly, the fly brain comparative
proteomics provide further validation
of these results in a different system, as
clearly dTau loss results in the broad elevation of proteins involved in regulation,
initiation, and termination of translation,
as well as most cellular ribosomal proteins
(Tables 2, 4). In addition, tau is known to
bind to ribosomes in the brain and to impair their function in reducing protein
synthesis (Meier et al., 2016), an effect also
observed in human tauopathy brains
Figure 5. dTau abrogation impairs habituation. A, B, tauMI and tauKO mutants present strong habituation deficits (*p ⬍ (Piao et al., 2002). Finally, this agrees with
0.0001). The number of experimental replicates (n) is indicated below the graphs. C, CXM administration did not affect the quantitative proteomics in a mouse model
defective habituation of tauMI flies. D, Deficient habituation upon dTau abrogation in adult animals using Elav (*p ⬍ 0.0001), of tauopathy, which revealed a decrease in
LeoMB (*p ⫽ 0.0004), MB247 (*p ⫽ 0.0004), dnc (*p ⬍ 0.0001), and c305␣ (*p ⬍ 0.0001) drivers, but not under c739 ( p ⫽ protein synthesis, specifically in neurons
0.3269). The number of experimental replicates (n) is indicated within the bars.
with high levels of pathological tau (Evans
et al., 2019). This effect was recapitulated
by acute dTau overexpression (Fig. 6I ),
domain length is in effect reducing microtubule mass and hence
demonstrating the sensitivity of translation to tau levels.
the number of tubulins. The relative increase in acetylated tubuInterestingly, translational upregulation may be partially selin (Fig. 1 B, C) is consistent with the reduction in labile domains,
lective, because under chronic or acute dTau attenuation the levwhich are expected to be underacetylated (Qiang et al., 2018). A
els of most MAPs, tubulins, HDACs, and other abundant
potential consequence of the increased microtubule stability is
proteins were not elevated, but rather reduced (Tables 1, 4). Conthe significant elevation in the subunits of both anterograde and
sistent with this notion, the level of translational regulator
retrograde moving motor proteins (Table 1).
dFmr1, whose loss results in LTM deficits (Kanellopoulos et al.,
Cytoskeletal homeostasis upon chronic dTau loss also benefits
2012), is also elevated (Table 2), suggesting that dTau may be
from the reduction in HDAC (Table 1), which may mediate the
implicated in translational selectivity mechanisms. The elevation
increase in acetylated tubulin and also account for the proposed
of proteins potentially involved in PSD-LTM in mutant brains
reduction in the labile domains. Although how dTau loss affects
(Tables 3, 5; Godenschwege et al., 2004; Hou et al., 2011; Iqbal et
HDAC levels is unclear at the moment, levels of HDAC are senal., 2013) and probably within MB neurons, likely underlies, at
sitive to tau dosage as HDAC6 is elevated in AD brains and tubuleast in part, the enhanced memory, in agreement with its CXM
lin acetylation is reduced in neurofibrillary tangle-bearing
sensitivity (Fig. 3C). The enhanced 24 h memory is not ARM (Fig.
neurons (Hempen and Brion, 1996). Consistent with these ob3 A, B), or impaired forgetting (Fig. 4A). Furthermore, dTau is
servations, increased tubulin acetylation rescues human tau
required within ␣/␤ and a⬘/␤⬘neurons involved in recall and memoverexpression-induced defects in Drosophila (Xiong et al., 2013;
ory consolidation, respectively (Dubnau et al., 2001; McGuire et al.,
Mao et al., 2017).
2001; Pascual and Préat, 2001; Akalal et al., 2006; Krashes et al.,
The functional role for dTau as a major regulator of cytoskel2007). Collectively then, the enhanced 24 h memory upon dTau
etal dynamics in vivo is also illustrated by the upregulation of the
abrogation is most likely due to enhanced consolidation of true PSDsteady-state levels of actin binding proteins (Table 1), likely in
LTM.
response to the negative effects on actin polymerization upon
In contrast to PSD-LTM, the defective footshock habituation
dTau loss. Our data demonstrate that F-actin interacts directly
upon dTau loss is CXM insensitive, arguing that it is not consewith and is stabilized by dTau within the fly CNS (Fig. 2B–E). In
quent of excessive protein synthesis (Fig. 5). Is it possible that
congruence, perturbation of actin dynamics has also been refailure to devalue the electric footshock US results in better acported upon pan-neuronal expression of human tau isoforms
quisition, resulting in better learning that eventually forms enin Drosophila (Fulga et al., 2007) and may underlie some of the
hanced memory? This is unlikely because abrogation of dTau in
resultant neuropathologies. Therefore, our collective data
the MBs did not result in better performance after limited trainstrongly support the notion that dTau is a true MAP impacting
ing with three odor/shock pairings (Fig. 3E). Moreover, limiting
the microtubule and actin cytoskeleton and, despite the sedTau abrogation to the ␣⬘/␤⬘ MB neurons resulted in enhanced
quence diversity, is an apparent ortholog of its vertebrate
PSD-LTM, as well as failure to devalue the shock stimulus, demcounterpart.
onstrating that these effects are cell autonomous. Neurotrans-
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mission from these neurons is required
for olfactory memory acquisition and stabilization (Krashes et al., 2007), but also to
facilitate shock habituation (Roussou et
al., 2019). Therefore, it is unlikely that
dTau is implicated in a common mechanism affecting both processes, because
the enhanced PSD-LTM mediated by
these neurons (Fig. 3F ) suggests increased neurotransmission, although
failure to habituate its impairment.
A parsimonious explanation for this
paradox would be that dTau functions in
distinct mechanisms regulating conditional neurotransmitter traffic and release
within these neurons, which is in line with
the changes in actin binding proteins, and
microtubule motor and associated proteins uncovered by the proteomics (Tables 1, 4). Changes upon dTau abrogation
may selectively deregulate neurotransmitter levels and their regulated release,
which are known to depend on presynaptic microtubule and cortical actin dynamics (Rust and Maritzen, 2015;
Bodaleo and Gonzalez-Billault, 2016).
This may selectively enhance neurotransmission upon associative (memory), but not
upon nonassociative (habituation) stimulation. This is in line with the observation that
dTau abrogation in ␣␤ neurons, where
neurotransmission is essential for LTM
retrieval (Dubnau et al., 2001; McGuire et
al., 2001; Pascual and Préat, 2001; Akalal
et al., 2006), also enhances LTM (Fig. 3F ).
Interestingly, tau-null mice were also recently reported to perform better than
WT littermates in a spatial navigation
task (Ahmed et al., 2014) and showed
enhanced exploration and recognition
memory (Jara et al., 2018). Given these
collective results, the effects of dTau loss
on Drosophila PSD-LTM and the molecular targets offered by our comparative
proteomic data, potential physiological
roles for dTau in these processes are currently under investigation.
Overexpression of human tau in the
adult Drosophila CNS precipitates significant impairment in LTM, but not ARM
(Sealey et al., 2017). This effect was recapitulated by adult-specific pan-neuronal
or MB limited overexpression of dTau
(Fig. 6). Again, relatively acute dTau
elevation precipitated the complementary
phenotype of premature habituation.
Blocked neurotransmission from the
MBs results in premature footshock habituation (Acevedo et al., 2007), which
is similar to that observed upon dTau
overexpression. Therefore, we hypothesize that excess dTau in the MBs might
reduce neurotransmitter availability in
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Figure 6. dTau elevation within the adult MBs leads to premature habituation and LTM deficits with a concomitant decrease in
protein synthesis levels. A, A–D, Adult-specific expression of UAS-Flag dTau within the MBs under dnc-Gal4 results (A), normal 3
min memory (B), normal ARM after massed training but LTM deficits after spaced training (*p ⬍ 0.0001), normal habituation
following 15-stimulus training (C), and premature habituation (*p ⬍ 0.0001) following 2-stimulus training (D). The number of
experimental replicates (n) is indicated within the bars. E, Representative Western blot demonstrating accumulation of Flag-dTau
in adult MBs using LeoMB-Gal4;TubG80 ts of animals raised at 18°C and shifted to 30°C for 2 d (I), while uninduced animals (U) were
kept at 18°C for these 2 d. dTau was revealed with an anti-Flag antibody. Syntaxin (Syx) was used as a loading control. F–H,
Adult-specific expression of UAS-Flag dTau within ␣␤ neurons under c739 yields significant LTM deficits (*p ⬍ 0.0001) compared
with controls (F), and results in normal habituation following 15-stimuli (G) or 2-stimuli (H) training. The number of experimental
replicates (n) is indicated within the bars. I, Representative Western blot of head lysates from flies expressing UAS-Flag-dTau using
Elav-Gal4;TubG80 ts and probed with anti-puromycin antibody. Animals were raised at 18°C and shifted to 30°C for 3 d, while
uninduced animals (U) were kept at 18°C for these 3 d. The genotype of control animals was Elav-Gal4;Gal80 ts/⫹. Flies were
treated with 600 M puromycin for 16 h. For the quantification, levels of the signal corresponding to molecular weight region
30 –125 kDa were normalized using the Syx loading control and are shown as a ratio of their mean ⫾ SEM values relative to their
respective level in control flies, which is arbitrarily set to 1. The star indicates significant differences ( p ⫽ 0.0026) from control
(open bar), indicative of decreased protein synthesis upon dTau loss.
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accord with data from the larval neuromuscular junction (Chee
et al., 2005).
In conclusion, it is apparent that dTau contributes in a
dosage-dependent manner to a broad number of distinct processes involved in CNS function. Although it is a challenge of
future work to understand how dTau can alter neuronal plasticity, the emerging insights into its physiological functions are expected to enhance our understanding of the molecular and
cellular pathways perturbed in the various tauopathies.
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